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REGULATIONS 

 

I.  THE ORGANIZER 

The Color Run is organized by the Polish company One Life sp. z. o.o, with a registered 

office at 00-729 Warsaw, Kierbedzia Street 4 room 321, NIP no. 5213686018, REGON no. 

360456764, entered into the register of entrepreneurs by the District Court for Warsaw, 

XIII Commercial Division of the National Court Registry, KRS no. 0000536537, 

(hereinafter referred to as the Organizer), that owns the exclusivity of The Color Run 

events for Poland. 

 

II. GOALS OF THE EVENT 

1. Popularization and promotion of a healthy and active lifestyle. 

2. Popularization and promotion of sports, especially running, as a good and healthy 

way of spending free time. 

3. Promotion of the cities in which The Color Run is held. 

4. Supporting selected charitable purposes.  

5. Promotion of sponsors and partners of The Color Run. 

 

III. DATE, LOCATION AND PATH 

1. The event will take place on different dates and locations. Each year hosting cities 

and date of an event in each city will be announced at least two months before 

particular event at website: www.thecolorrun.pl 

2. The exact places and hours of the events will be announced the latest two weeks 

before particular event at the Website: thecolorrun.pl. 

3. The Color Run consists of a course with 5 km followed by a festival of colors and 

music.  

4. On every kilometer of the course (1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th) there will be a Color Station 

with one color powder (composed with corn starch and food colorant, environment 

friendly, non-toxic) to be spread to the participants (detailed description at 

www.thecolorrun.pl). 

 

IV. TIME COUNTER AND START 

1. The Color Run is a non-timed race.  
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2. The participants will be released in waves of approximately 300 to 500 participants, 

on intervals of 2 to 5 minutes between each wave. This will be determining by the 

organization accordingly to the route of each city. 

3. Participants receive a race number with an hour chosen during the registration.  

 

V.  REFRESHMENT POINTS 

 The refreshment station with water will be located at the finish area. 

 

VI. PARTICIPATION 

1. To take part in the event is necessary to buy a ticket. 

2. In the event can participate people with any ages. 

3. Participants up to 10 years old can run for free (without paying entry fee), but with 

no right to receive the participant kit and medal. Parents can buy a participant kit in 

special price for kids below 10 years old. Every child must be registered by the 

parents/legal guardian. 

4. Any participant under 18 years old must obtain the consent of parent/legal guardian 

to take part in the event. This will be done during on-line registration process. 

5. Any participant under 13 years old must be registered and accompanied by an adult 

that will be responsible for all minor actions. If during the Event the care over a 

minor is to be done by someone other than the parent/legal guardian, the parent/ 

legal guardian must indicate the person's data during registration, thereby authorizing 

them to take care for their minor child. Such person must be an Event participant. 

6. Participants between 13 and 18 years old may register and participate in the Event on 

their own, under the condition that the parent/legal guardian gives his consent during 

the registration process. The underage participant is required to provide the email 

address and telephone number of the parent/legal guardian during registration in 

order for them to receive the link with information to finalize the registration of the 

underage participant. The Organizer assumes that the given data provided by 

underage participant is true and consistent with the legal status. In the case of giving 

false data, not belonging to a parent/legal guardian, the Organizer will not be liable 

for any claims made in the future by the real parent/legal guardian. An underage 

participant is obliged by the law to provide correct data during the registration 

process. 
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7. Parents or legal guardians who have registered a person below 18 or have signed 

electronic consent to participation for person under 18 shall be fully responsible for 

participation of such person in the event and shall indemnify the Organizer against 

any liability.  

8. When register on The Color Run, each participant is assigned the t-shirt and race 

number, which will allow the entrance on the event. The Organizer may not 

guarantee t-shirts in the appropriate size, however The Organizer takes utmost care 

and diligence to provide appropriate sizes. 

9. The race number, mentioned in point above, is not transferable to another person. 

10. To participate in the event, all participants are obliged to wear the The Color Run  

T-shirt and the race number on the front (except kids up to 10 years old without the 

t-shirt, in that case should have a starting number in the front also). 

11. Subject to the provisions of § VIII, in order to pick up the participant kit for the 

event, each participant must go to the packet pick up to receive the kit. The packet 

pick-up will be known at least one week before the event: date, time and place. This 

information will be sent to all participants up to two weeks prior the event date for 

each city. 

 

VII. INDIVIDUAL REGISTRATION 

1. Access to the event and registration for participation obeys to the rules set forth in 

these Regulations and must be complied with all the formalities required for the 

purpose. 

2. The number of participants in each of The Color Run event will be defined by the 

organizer taking in account the safety and quality of the event. 

3. The Organiser may set the limit of Participants for each city, depending on capacity of 

the place where the event is organized and to keep the highest level of safety.  

4. Registrations can be made online, on the official event website - www.thecolorrun.pl 

5. The registration system consists of a set of steps to be carried out, where participants 

must give all the information requested and culminating with a payment. After 

payment made, the inscription is validated and if will be finalized properly the 

participant will receive an electronic ticket by email to the address provided by the 

participant during the registration process. If you have any problem please contact us 

on the email: bilet@thecolorrun.com 
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6. Participants, that are registered by another person e.g. a team, the "Multigenerational 

Family" package, must complete the registration by themselves, in order to accept the 

regulations, complete the personal data and select the size of the t-shirt. A link with 

details will be sent to those participants by: (1) email (2) via SMS. 

7. The registration can be made individually or in a team of a minimum of four elements 

(no maximum participants per team). 

8. The electronic ticket will be used to pick up the participant kit on a date and place to 

be announced by the organization, two weeks before the event. The announcement of 

the pick up will be made by email to all individual participants and the Team Captains 

and on the official website of the event: www.thecolorrun.pl 

9. Subject to the provisions of § VIII, the participant kit will only be delivered upon 

presentation of electronic ticket. 

 

VIII. TEAM REGISTRATIONS 

1. Minimum 4 persons can be registered and participate in the Event as a Team. Each of 

those 4 person should have bought the starting package. Kids below 10 without 

starting package are not calculated as one of those 4 persons. 

2. Registration of a Team is made by the Captain. The Captain provides the data of all 

Team Members during registration. 

3. Each participant registered by the Captain must complete the registration by 

themselves, in order to accept the regulations, complete the data and select the size of 

the t-shirt. Details with the link to finalise the registration will be sent: (1) email (2) via 

SMS, to the persons registered by the Captain. 

4. Only a person over 18 years old having full legal capacity may be the Captain of the 

Team. 

5. The Captain by registering the Team declares that the personal data of all the Team 

Members are correct. 

6. Captain is liable for any false or wrong data given during registration. 

7. Any participant below 18 years old must obtain the consent of parent/legal guardian to 

take part in the event. The captain is obliged to provide the proper data of parent/ 

legal guardian (email and phone number) during registration process to allow them to 

receive the link to finalize the registration of the participant below 18. 

8. Packages for all Team Members can be collected by the Captain of the particular Team 

upon presentation of electronic ticket.  
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IX. ENTRY FEES 

1. To participate in The Color Run it is necessary to pay the entry fee. 

2. The detailed rates regarding each city will be announced on the website                  

the colourrun.pl before the beginning of registration for each Event. 

3. The organizer can decide to apply different discounts for different groups of 

participants.   

4. Payments can be made with an e-transfer or a credit card via t-pay.com available at 

The Color Run registration system. Making payments via t-pay.com participants has to 

agree to payment terms and conditions of t-pay.com. 

5. By accepting these Regulations, the Participant agrees to receive an invoice on the  

e-mail indicated during registration.  

6. Once paid, the fee is not subject to any reimbursement.  

7. If The Color Run is cancelled because of circumstances beyond the control of the 

Organizer or sponsors, including but not limited to hazardous weather conditions or 

government ban, or caused by Force majeure, entry fee will not be refunded. 

8. If The Color Run is changed for other reasons than described in point 7 and: 

a) if the new date fits Participant, the Participant will be an automatically registered 

for next event organized by Organizer; 

b) if the new date does not fit Participant, full refund will be processed. 

9. If the event is cancelled for reasons unrelated to the conditions set forth in point IX, 

section 7 of The Color Run Regulations, for which the Organizer is fully responsible, 

the entry fee will be fully refunded. The registered person will then be sent a 

confirmation of the processed refund. 

10. In the event the unforeseeable conditions are deemed by the Organizer, the city or 

other responsible institutions to be potentially hazardous to participants, the Organizer 

reserves the right to postpone the start time or cancel the event outright. Cancellation 

of the event may take place either prior to its start or at any time while the event is 

taking place. In this case, cancellation of the event shall not result in any entry fee 

refund. 
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X.  PUBLICITY AND IMAGE 

1. The participants are free to capture images and video of the event, knowing that these 

cannot be used for commercial purposes. 

2. The event will be videotaped and/or photographed by the Organizer and journalists for 

later use for the purposes of promoting Organiser, and the event. Participants agreed 

to free of charge, non-exclusive, time-unlimited, worldwide use of their image captured 

in the form of photos and/or videos within the following fields of use: 

a. Recording and multiplication of such image with the use of any known technique,  

b. Distribution and multiplication of the recorded image in any form, 

c. Copying such images to computer memory and into a multimedia network, 

d. Posting and publishing the recorded image on Internet sites, social media, in the 

press, on posters and billboards, 

e. Public display, screening, reproduction, broadcasting and rebroadcasting of such 

images, as well as making them publicly available in a form that makes it possible 

for everyone to have access to such images from any place and at a time of their 

choice, 

f. Broadcast of the recorded image in any TV and radio coverage, 

g. Publishing photographs of the event’s Participants taken during the event.  

3. The Organizer reserved the right to make accessible (including making copies) to the 

sponsor and official partners all Participants’ images and videos, for the purposes of 

promoting the sponsor or official partners within the context of their participation in 

The Color Run. 

 

XI. SAFETY AND SECURITY 

1. The security of the event is carried out by a team from outside the Organizer, 

contracted for this purpose. 

2. In the event of a situation requiring the intervention of the security team, the actions 

to be taken will be the responsibility of the person responsible for the security, in 

partnership with the Organizer of the event. 

3. This security team is in permanent contact with the intervention forces of the local 

Police, which also have their own units at the event. 

4. All participants shall respect public order, obey any instructions from the event safety 

personnel and respect other Participant in The Color Run, otherwise The Organizer is 
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entitled to refuse to allow any Participant to participate in The Color Run.  The 

Organizer shall be entitled to remove from the course of the Color Run any persons 

who in any manner disturb public order, disturb the organization of The Color Run or 

breach either of these Regulations  

5. Smoking and bringing/consuming alcoholic beverages are prohibited in the area of the 

Event. 

6. Bringing glass bottles, cans and other objects that may pose a threat to other 

participants is strictly forbidden. 

7. Organizer shall not take responsibility for any Participant's belongings lost during The 

Color Run. 

8. The Organizer shall not be liable for any damages made by Participants as a result of 

their Participation in The Color Run and shall not be responsible for redressing such 

damages. 

9. No inline skates, roller skates, bikes, nordic walking sticks or other devices are allowed 

without the organizer’s permission. Running with dogs is also prohibited. 

10.   Push stroller for babies are allowed. 

11. The Organizer of the event does not take any responsibility on clothes or gear that 

remain with powder or glitter after the event. 

12. The Organizer does not provide any deposit or any other storage place for objects 

belonging to the Participants and is not liable for any loss or damage of such an object 

occurring during the Event. 

13. The Organiser shall provide medical care along the course of the event and following 

its conclusion.  

14. All the decisions made by medical service about the continuation of the event are final. 

15. Participant agrees for giving to him/her first aid by medical and paramedical services 

and for medical treatment and the transportation of the Participant to safe place in 

case of emergency by services approved by the Organizer.  

16. The Participant notes that participating in the run is connected with physical effort, 

natural risk of accident, body injury and physical trauma (including death) and material 

loss. Additionally, another risks, which are unforeseeable, now can occur.  

17. The Organizer suggest running medical tests before the Event, depending on the age 

and physical condition of the Participant.  

18. By accepting all of these Regulations the Participant declares that there are no medical 

contraindications against the participation in the event. 
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19. All Participants will be insured against accidents for the time of the event, under 

general rules. To be individually insured against an injury or other accident, which may 

take place during the event, Participants have to purchase insurance coverage on their 

own.  

 

XII. SUB-CONTRACTORS, SPONSORS AND VENDORS 

1. Due to the specific equipment needed for some of the activities offered at the event, 

the Organizer reserves the right to hire companies to ensure the installation and 

supervision of those activities. 

2. The contractors are responsible for their equipment and monitors, ensuring the proper 

functioning of the activities within the stipulated time for the same. 

3. Sponsors assume all the responsibility for their sampling or promotion activities during 

the event. 

4. Vendors are the only responsible for the products that they sell. 

 

XIII. FINAL PROVISIONS 

1. During the Event all participants must have their The Color Run T-shirt and their race 

numbers attached. 

2. Staying in the area of The Color Run without The Color Run T-shirt and a race number 

is forbidden. People without valid t-shirt and race number will be asked to leave the 

area by the staff of the event.  

3. The Color Run uses corn starch colored with natural ingredients, that was previously 

tested and certified to be safe and free of major risks for health. As with any substance 

is recommended to keep it out of Participant eyes, is commonly opted to wear glasses 

or googles for protection. 

4. The Organizer may cancel some activities at any time if there is any impediment or 

technical infrastructure, which is alien, or atmospheric reasons that prevent the 

realization of the same, or for security reasons. 

5. Complaints on matters relating to The Color Run shall be submitted in writing with 

justification to Organizer and shall be address to: One Life Sp. z o.o. ul. Kierbedzia 

4/321, 00-728 Warszawa with note: “The Color Run – complaint” within 7 days from 

the date of particular The Color Run (which is the subject of the complaint), delivered 

in person or sent by registered mail (the postmark date is decisive). Complaints 
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submitted after aforementioned deadline will not be considered. Complaints will be 

considered by Organizer within 30 days from receipt of the complaint.  

6. Completing the registration and participation in The Color Run by Participant is 

tantamount to acceptance and agreeing to obey these Regulations.  

7. Only the organizer of The Color Run has the right for the binding and final 

interpretation of these Regulations. If any of these Regulations will be considered fully 

or in part as invalid or impossible to execute the rest of the Regulations will stay 

valid.   

8. The Organizer reserves the right to change the Regulations, unless a change would 

limit Participant rights acquired through these Regulations. Any changes shall be valid 

from the date of being published on www.thecolorrun.pl. 


